MONDAY, JANUARY 29

AIMS LAB SEMINAR
11:30-12:30 pm in HH/403
Speaker: Tin-Hao Hsu, McMaster University
Title:  
Number and Stability of Relaxation Oscillations for Predator-Prey Systems with Small Death Rates

ALGEBRA SEMINAR
3:30-4:30 pm in HH/312
Speaker: Ashwini Bhat, Oklahoma State
Title:  
Borel ideals and a generalization

TUESDAY, JANUARY 30

MODEL THEORY SEMINAR
1:30-2:30 pm in HH/410
Speaker: Deirdre Haskell, McMaster University
Title:  
Elimination of imaginaries in theories of valued fields...continued
STATISTICS SEMINAR
3:30-4:30 pm in HH/217
Speaker: Chenxing (Robin) Li, McMaster University
Title: A Brief Review of Bayesian Financial Time-Series and A New MGARCH-Jump Mixture Model

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 1

GEOMETRY AND MODEL THEORY SEMINAR
2:00-3:00 pm at Fields Institute, Library Room
Speaker: Hadi Seyedinejad, Western University
Title: Irreducible components of semialgebraic sets

GEOMETRY AND TOPOLOGY SEMINAR
3:30-4:30 pm in HH/312
Speaker: Changliang Wang, McMaster University
Title: tba

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 2

COLLOQUIUM
3:30-5:00 pm in HH/305
Speaker: Matheus Grasselli, McMaster University
Title: Macroeconomics for Mathematicians

Refreshments are available in HH/216 at 3:00 pm

For more information see our seminar page at
https://www.math.mcmaster.ca/index.php/events/seminars-colloquia.html